
CONFINED SPACE RESCUE DEVICE

4:1 Extractor CSR Kit
 
2 Omega Pacifi c Steel Locking D 
1 10mm Maillon Rapide Link 
1 Rope Pack 
1 Rope Thimble 
1 4:1 Extractor CSR + Double Pulley 
1 Length of Blue Water II+ Static Rope
 11mm (length = drop x 4)

Extractor CSR 

Instructions
1. Remove the Extractor CSR unit from the 

rope pack ( leave the rope in the pack to 
prevent contamination and tangling) and 
attach the large karabiner to a suitable 
anchor point. Be sure to lock the securing 
karabiner by running the threaded sleeve 
up over the opening gate.

2. To extend  the lifting pulley and karabiner, 
pull on the stainless wire cam release to 
depress the spring loaded cam away from 
the rope. This allows the rope to run free. 
It is not necessary to use the plastic cam 
opening trigger for this operation. It is also 
not necessary to remove the secondary 
safety spring detention pin. As soon as you 
release the wire, the cam will automatically 
return to the locked position.

3. Attach the karabiner on the lifting pulley to 
the load. Be sure to lock the lifting karabiner 
by running the threaded sleeve up over the 
opening gate.

 NOTE: In some circumstances a person will 
be attached to the system before entering 
the area. If this is the case step 3 could 
precede step 2.

4. When lifting with the system pull at an 
even rate. Avoid jerky movements. Because 
of the 4:1  mechanical advantage and high 
strength of the components a person may 
be injured if lifting is attempted when the 
person is caught or otherwise restrained. 
ALWAYS assign a rescuer to maintain 
contact with the victim to prevent such 
circumstances.

5. The unit should be stored in the retracted 
position. The lifting pulley should be next 
to the Extractor CSR frame. This helps 
prevent tangling of the rope. Always check 
the equipment for signs of deterioration or 
damage before storage. If you fi nd any parts 
are damaged or have deteriorated they 
should be replaced before storage.

Caution
Before using this equipment always 
inspect the rope, harness, etc., for signs of 
deterioration or damage. If any part appears 
to be damaged or has deteriorated -

 DO NOT USE THE UNIT. 
REPLACE PARTS BEFORE USING.

 If you are unsure about the use or condition 
of this equipment, contact Total Height Safety 
before using it.

General Information

During normal use it should not be necessary to remove the rope from the Extractor CSR unit. If it 
becomes necessary, one should remove the secondary safety spring detention pin. With it removed, 
the plastic cam opening trigger can be pushed up and forward to allow the rope to be removed from 
the safety cam retaining hook. The large securing karabiner can be removed and the pulley side plate 
revolved far enough to allow the rope to be removed. Replacement of the rope in the unit requires 
reversing this procedure.
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1. Attach rope to base 
of Extractor CSR 
unit and thread 
around one side 
of double pulley 
block, as shown.

3. Pass rope around the second pulley wheel 
(sheave) on the double pulley block. Then 
take the rope back up through the cam on 
the Extractor CSR unit and over the last pul-
ley wheel (sheave) on the Extractor CSR unit. 
Close the checks on the top and bottom pulley 
units & lock in place with a karabiner.

 Attach the Extractor  CSR unit to your anchor 
point via a screw gate karabiner.

 Attach the load to the double pulley block via 
a screw gate karabiner.

How to Thread a 4:1 Extractor CSR Unit

2. Pass rope around 
the pulley wheel 
(sheave) on the Ex-
tractor CSR  that is 
on the opposite side 
to the cam brake.

LOAD

ANCHOR
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